1. Introduction* The representation of semi-groups and algebras by systems of transformations has proved useful in algebra. This paper develops a representation theory for systems with an arbitrary number of algebraic operations by systems of transformations. Among the systems considered will be systems having n binary compositions + u + 2 > *> +m such that (A), + 4 is associative, i = 1, 2, , n, {B), +j is left distributive with respect to +ι for 0 < i < j, j = 2, , n. Many of the well known algebraic systems are of this type, e.g., semi-groups, groups, rings, near-rings, and semi-rings.
It is shown that any system satisfying conditions (A) and (B) can be embedded isomorphically into a system whose elements are transformations on a set, and whose binary compositions are either operator multiplication or derived from operator multiplication in a simple way. It is noted that this transformation system is completely characterized by a set, and the theory is a natural generalization of the corresponding theory for groups. Further, these transformation systems may have the additional property that the elements of the isomorphic image are right multiplication operators relative to operator multiplication on other systems.
The systems considered are generalized to include systems containing operations which need not satisfy (A) or (B) or be defined everywhere. An example of such a system is a neo-ring (defined in § 5). Embedding theorems into transformations (in particular into right multiplications) are proved for such systems, and, as in the previous case, the binary compositions having properties (A) and (J5) are identified with operator multiplication. Generalizations of modules, operator groups, and algebras are also considered and the corresponding embedding theorems indicated.
The theory developed subsumes many of the well known embedding theorems. For example, a ring is embedded isomorphically into a ring of transformations (endomorphisms). This is done without first embedding into a ring with identity.
In § 2 algebraic systems are defined, notation is introduced, and some examples are presented. The transformation systems are considered in § 3. They are used to show the existence of the systems defined in § 2, and some of their properties are developed. Section 4 contains the main embedding theorem which asserts that any one of the systems defined in § 2 is isomorphic to a subsystem of a transformation system as defined in § 3. Applications of this embedding theorem are made in 778 GERALD BERMAN AND ROBERT J. SILVERMAN § 5 to algebraic systems with two binary compositions. In § 6 the systems which generalize operator systems are discussed.
2 Definitions and examples^ A semi-composition on a non-empty set S is a mapping from a non-empty subset of S x S to S. A composition (binary composition) on a set S is a semi-composition whose domain is S x S. A t-polyoid is an algebraic system @ = (S, + x , + 2 , •••, +*), where S is a non-empty set and + t is a semi-composition on S, i = 1,2, , t. Denote the domain of + t by Si a S x S, and denote the image of (α, ft)6ίS ( by α+ ( 6. A 0-polyoid is a non-empty set S.
A semi-composition + 2 is left distributive with respect to a semicomposition + ! if a + 2 A (ί, n)-polyring is a (ί + w)-polyoid @ = (S, +i, + 2 > •> +t+ n ) such that (i) (S, + w ) is a semi-group, j" = 1, 2, , w, and (ii) +j is left distributive with respect to +, ίorl^i<j,
t+n^j>t. An n-polyring is a (0, w)-polyring.
A semi-group is a 1-polyring. Rings, near-rings and semi-rings are 2-polyrings. An associative left neo-ring ( § 5) is a (1, l)-polyring, but not a 2-polyring. Further realizations of (t, w)-polyrings will be indicated. In fact, it will be shown that any ί-polyoid can be embedded nontrivially into a (ί, w)-polyring for any positive integer n.
A loop is an example of a polyoid which is not a polyring. Operator groups can also be considered as 2-polyoids if S is taken asMuG, where M is the set of operators, and G is the set of elements of the group. (If the group operation is denoted by + 19 and if + 2 is the operation which applies an operator to a group element, then the domain of +j is S x = G x G, and the domain of + 2 is M x G). Lie, Jordan, alternative, and other non-associative rings are also examples of 2-polyoids which are not poly rings. A well known example of a 3-polyring (with right distributive law instead of left) is the set of real-valued functions over the real numbers, the operations being point-wise addition, pointwise multiplication, and functional substitution. Vector spaces, and in general, modules, can be considered as 4-polyoids.
A mapping φ from S to S' is a homomorphism from a 1-polyoid @ = (S, +) to a 1-polyoid @' = (S f , +'), if, whenever a + b is defined then (aφ) +' (bφ) is defined and (α + b)φ = (aφ) +' (bφ). The mapping Φ is an isomorphism if in addition (i ) φ is a 1 -1 map, and , r, such that (S, +i) is a subsystem of (£', +;.).
3 Transformation polyrings The theorem of this section asserts that (t, n)-polyrings exist, and in fact can be realized in terms of systems of transformations, where a composition which is associative and left distributive is either operator multiplication or derived from operator multiplication by pointwise addition corresponding to operator multiplication defined on underlying sets of transformations. These particular systems are important in that any (£, w)-polyring is contained isomorphicly as a subsystem. This will be shown in § 4. In the process of constructing the transformation systems it is shown that any (t, w)-polyring can be embedded properly into a larger system. However, relative to the corresponding isomorphism the compositions cannot be identified with operator multiplication.
Let @ = (S, +!, + 2 , •••, + t ) be a ί-polyoid such that S contains more than one element. Define Σ (0, ©) = ©, and let S° = S, + = + 4 
, where, inductively S j is the set of transformations on
, ί, i.e. s(a +• 6) = (sα) + € (s6), s e S, α, 6 e S 1 , wherever defined, and inductively +{ is pointwise addition in S j corresponding to
The composition o£ is operator multiplication on S k , and o^+ 1 is point-wise addition in S k+1 corresponding to oji. Inductively o{ is point-wise addition in S j corresponding to o^"
The following lemmas from which the theorem follows are easily verified. LEMMA The system Σ (1» ®) is a (ί + l)-polyoid by Lemma 1, a (ί, l)-polyring by Lemma 3, and @ is isomorphic to a subsystem of Σ OU ®) by Lemma 4. The theorem follows by induction making use of Lemma 3 to go from
Point-wise addition is a semi-composition and is a (associative, commutative) composition if and only if it is derived from
JM>-\ The following corollary is immediate.
COROLLARY. (i) For any integer n, there exists an n-polyring such that the n compositions are distinct.
(
ii) Given any (t, n)-polyring @ and any positive integer m, there exists a (t, n + m)-polyring X containing a subsystem @' which is a (t, n)-polyring isomorphic to @. (iii) Corresponding to any (t, n)-polyring @ with underlying set S, there exists a (t, n)-polyring % with underlying set T having cardinality greater than the cardinality of S such that 2 contains an isomorphic image of @.
The isomorphism μ 3 is not the main embedding discussed in this paper. The primary use made of this mapping is to show that the systems considered can be embedded into larger systems. Not only is the cardinality of the underlying set larger, but additional compositions are introduced, and the semi-compositions corresponding to those in S are defined over a larger domain than the isomorphic image.
The domain of +{ +1 (the point-wise addition in S j+1 corresponding to + i in S) contains pairs whose components are not in S 3 μ\ the image of S, provided only that there exist two pairs of elements in S, (a,b)Φ(c,d) , such that a + t 6, c + t d are defined. This implies that @ is embeddable non-trivially into a larger system. To see this, partition S into two non-empty subsets A and B. Then a' + b' is defined and is not in the isomorphic image of S. The general result is immediate by induction.
A few of the properties of point-wise addition, some of them well known, are now presented.
The following properties of @, which are carried over to the isomorphic image, are also properties of the larger system Σ 0\ @) (a) The semi-composition + * is (1) a composition, (2) associative, (3) commutative. (b ) (1) There exists an (unique) identity e h (right, left, two-sided) relative to + t in (S, + i ).
(2) Every element of S has an inverse (right, left, two-sided) relative to + 4 and e 4 .
( c ) The right equation a + t x = b has a (unique) solution x e S for every a, beS (A similar statement holds for left equations).
(d) The system (S, + 4 ) is a group (loop, semi-group, semi-loop, i.e. + ι is a composition).
( e ) The semi-composition + t is left (right) distributive with respect to +j. , n, where j\<j 2 < < i n < m. 
GERALD BERMAN AND ROBERT J. SILVERMAN THEOREM 2. There exists a natural isomorphism from a {t, n)-polyring to a transformation polyring Σ ( m > %) f or some t-polyoid %, m > n. Further if m > n, the elements of the isomorphic image can be taken as right translation operators relative to operator multiplication in T m~ι .

By virtue of the corollary of Theorem 1 ( § 3) there exists a (t, n)-
c(6^) -c((a&) +} (6^)). Further, a +& is defined if and only if (aφ λ ) +1^^
is defined since for ceϊ 7 , c $ S, c({aφ^ +} (δφj)) = α + t 6. The map φ x is also a homomorphism from (S, + t+1 ) to (Sφ, oj) since for ceS, c((α+ t+1 6)φ 1 ) = c+ t+1 (α+ t+1 6) = (c + t + 1 a) + M b = (c(aφ 1 ))(bφ 1 ) = c((aφd°lΦΦi))f a n d > f or ĉ S , c e Γ , c((α + t+1 6)φO = α + t+1 b = αίδφO = (ciaφ^bφ,) = c((<fa)o\φφj). Thus the lemma holds for j = 1. The proof follows by induction. Assume the lemma for j = fc. Let φ k be the isomorphism from @ ft into Σ (fc, X). Let (Sφ fc , o* +1 ) be the image of (S, + t +*+i) as in Lemma 1. Define φ k+1 from S to Γ fc+1 by φ k+1 = φ fc 6> fc+1 , where, for a e Sφ fc , c(α6> fc+1 ) = coξ +1 α for ceSφ k , c(aθ k+1 5 Applications* The results of this paper can be applied directly to many of the standard algebraic systems. For example, the well known embedding theorems of groups (semi-groups) and rings into transformation systems follow at once from Theorem 2.
There are other polyrings in the literature to which the embedding theorems apply. For example, near-rings [1] , semi-rings [2] , and associative neo-rings [3] . An associative left semi-neo-ring % is a system (S, +, °), where S is a non-empty set, + is a composition, (S, o) is a semi-group, and © is left distributive with respect to +. An associative left neo-ring S3 is an associative left semi-neo-ring with the property that (S, +) is a loop. An associative neo-ring E is an associative left neoring in which th operation o is right distributive with respect to +. A left semi-ring ® is an associative left semi-neo-ring with the property that the operation + is associative (i.e. (S, +) is a semi-group). A semiring @ is a left semi-ring with the property that o is right distributive with respect to +. A near-ring g is a left semi-ring with the property that (S, +) is a group.
Examples of systems SI, 35, ®, and g are given by the following construction. Consider a system (R, +) which is a semi-loop (i.e., + is a composition), loop, semi-group, or group. Then the system (S, +', o), where S is the set of transformations on R, +' is point-wise addition on S defined from + in R, and o is operator multiplication is S, is a system of type 51, 33, 3), or g respectively.
The following corollary to Theorem 2 is immediate.
COROLLARY. Any system 2ί, 33, K, ®, @, or g can be embedded isomorphically into the transformations on a semi-loop, loop, loop, semigroup, semi-group, group, respectively, 6* Some generalizations* It is possible to generalize the concept of groups with operators, modules, algebras, and so forth to w-polyoids with operator systems which are themselves r-polyoids. These generalizations of modules can be considered as (t + r + l)-polyoids. However, in order to treat the distributive and associative properties of the semicompositions it is desirable to consider these systems separately.
A (u, t)-polymodule is a system (5R, @, x), where
+J is a <Hpolyoid, and (iii) x is a mapping from a subset of S x R to S. Examples of poly modules are vector spaces, or more generally groups with operators and algebras. Any multiplicative system is an example of a (1, 0)-polymodule or a (0, l)-polymodule. A module, in particular a vector space, is a (2, l)-polymodule. Algebras are (2, 2)-polymodules. 5R is a (u, w)-polyring, and T is a (ί, m) 
